UV photodissociation dynamics of deprotonated 2'-deoxyadenosine 5'-monophosphate [5'-dAMP-H]-.
The UV photodissociation dynamics of deprotonated 2'-deoxyadenosine 5'-monophosphate ([5'-dAMP-H](-)) has been studied using a unique technique based on the coincident detection of the ion and the neutral fragments. The observed fragment ions are m/z 79 (PO(3)(-)), 97 (H(2)PO(4)(-)), 134 ([A-H](-)), 177 ([dAMP-H-A-H(2)O](-)), and 195 ([dAMP-H-A](-)), where "A" refers to a neutral adenine molecule. The relative abundances are comparable to that found in previous studies on [5'-dAMP-H](-) employing different excitation processes, i.e., collisions and UV photons. The fragmentation times of the major channels have been measured, and are all found to be on the microsecond time scale. The fragmentation mechanisms for all channels have been characterized using velocity correlation plots of the ion and neutral fragment(s). The findings show that none of the dissociation channels of [5'-dAMP-H](-) is UV specific and all proceed via statistical fragmentation on the ground state after internal conversion, a result similar to fragmentations induced by collisions.